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INTRODUCTION
During the mid-sixties, shipping lines opeTating on most of
the world's main trade routes have abandoned the break-bulk
handling methods employed since 1900. The two main drawbacks
that are associated with traditional handling methods are: too
much time is spent by vessels in port because of the limited speed
of manual handling systems; and high labor costs.
Containerization is one means to permit vessels to spend
much more time at sea earning revenue; and it also reduces the
dependencies of the vessel on dockside work forces.
The change to containerization occurred rapidly on major
trade routes. Between 1965 and 1980, virtually all major routes
between industrialized countries have switched to containerization
and developing economies are following their example. Mr. Malcolm
McLean's Sea-Land Corporation can be called the grandfather of
containerization.
Initially containers were utilized on the Puerto Rico to
United States East Coast and the Hawaii to the East Coast. In
1965 Sea-Land Corporation decided to bring containerization to
the North Atlantic Trade Route. Quickly after Sea-Land Corpora-
tion started its Northern Atlantic containerization operation,
most of the major shipping lines on the North Atlantic Route
had announced plans to utilize containerization. The reason
for these changes was an attempt to insulate the shipping lines
1
from rising labor costs through the utilization of capital-
intensive labor saving cargo handling equipment. Additional
reasons were fear of success by major competitors. 1
Initially, the cargo transportation industry believed that
containerization would bring with it large cost reductions,
especially if the principles of immediate, rapid through cargo
handling service was developed between the major ports of devel-
oped nations. These assumptions were overly optimistic. In
practice, ports initially were handling only twenty percent of
the cargo tonnage that the planners initially thought that they
could handle in a year. Factors that contributed to this were:
handling equipment maintenance; training of dock crews to operate
new and sophisticated equipment; and the lagging behind of the
various through transportation systems that must be developed
and in operation to support containerization.
Other cargo handling systems have also been developed to
combat the problem of the rising costs of general cargo handling:
all are capital intensive; all designed to handle the horizontal
movement of small items of cargo.
On the older hatch vessels, cargo, after it was lifted on
board by either pier or ship cranes, was manually moved into
position for stowage and secured for the voyage. This was
labor and cost intensive. The ship was not making any money
for its owners during loading operations. Also, at all
2
transportation interfaces, this cargo must be manually handled,
and the same considerations are prevalent in these operations
also.
New developments include large open deck vessels in which
the cargo, when it is lifted on board, is also placed into
position for stowing by the pier or ship cranes, thus elim-
inating the need for manual stowage. Large barge-carrying
vessels (LASH) effectively utilize lighters. Their lighters
are loaded/unloaded either piers ide or before or after the
vessel makes a port call.
COMPARATIVE COSTS OF COMPETITIVE VESSELS
Shipping costs vary widely from voyage to voyage depending
on registration of the vessel, the operator, date of order,
value of the commodity, season of the year, cost of fuel, etc.
Although I have not been able to find a single set of costs
that is representative for all operators, I will attempt to
develop comparative costs for typical cargo transportation oper-
ations. The costs that were used are midpoint costs (the average)
developed after mathematical scrutinizing vessel costs for the
United States, Japan and the United Kingdom.
In calculating the daily vessel costs, an interest rate
of ten percent was utilized. Additionally, the vessels were
given a nominal life span of twenty years.
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CONTAINER VESSELS
The history of the containerization concept on major
international routes dates back to the mid-sixties. By the
end of 1979; 3,330,300 twenty foot equivalent units (TEV's)
were handled by container handling systems, which accounted
for 31,576,400 tons of cargo. 2 Why have shippers shifted to
container handling systems? In container operations, the car-
goes are loaded at origin, stowed safely in cells on the con-
tainership; whereas for the break-bulk carrier, the cargo must
be handled every time transportation means or transportation
platform is changed.
The advantages of containerization are: rapid turn around
which permits a greater number of voyages per year; the TEV
reduces handling costs over the whole transport system; larger
economies of scale are possible with larger vessels; fewer ship
berths in ports are required; pilferage and damage are reduced,
thus reducing insurance costs; cargo arrives in better condition
because of less handling; reduced labor costs; storage charges
are reduced and packaging costs are reduced. However, the
primary disadvantage of containerization is that it is capital-
intensive. For example, a container vessel, built in the mid-
seventies, designed to carry twelve hundred TEV's would have
an average cost of about seventeen million dollars. Additionally,
port appliances to handle the containers must be purchased and
installed in container ports. 3
4
TABLE 14
CONTAINER VESSELS: TYPICAL PRICES
-- VESSEL CAPACITY
200 TEU
500 TEU
1,200 TEU
2,000 TEU
COST (MID-SEVENTIES)
$4.7 MN
$8.6 MN
$16.5 MN
$25.0 MN
--
TABLE 2
CONTAINER VESSELS: SUMMARY OF COSTS (MID-SEVENTIES)
SPECIFICATIONS VESSEL CAPACITY IN TEU'S
CAPACITy5(TEU) 200 500 1,200 2,000
CAPITAL COST $4.7 MN $8.6 MN $16.5 MN $25 MN
CAPITAL COST OF $.9 MN $2.25 MN $5.4 MN $7.5 MN
CONTAINERS (3 SETS)
TOTAL COST TO BUILD $5.6 MN $10.85 MN $21. 5 MN $32.5 MN
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
CAPITAL CHARGE $552,200 $1,010,500 $1,938,800 $2,937,500
@10%6
CREW PER YEAR7 $200,000 $540,000 $610,000 $610,000
PROVISIONS PER $51,000 $63,000 $72,000 $72,000
YEAR8
lNSURANCE 9 $75,000 $138,000 $264,000 $400,000
MAINTENANCE/ $100,000 $200,000 $300,000 $500,000
REPAIRSIO
CONTAINER COSTS11 $300,000 $600,000 $1,300,000 $1,900,000
TOTAL ANNUAL $1. 28 MN $2.55 MN $4.48 MN $6.42 MN
OPERATING COSTS
(LESS FUEL)
ADVANTAGES DERIVED FROM CONTAINERIZATION
It is universally accepted that the greater number of handlings
to which goods are subjected, the greater the chance of damage.
There has been a continued disagreement on this point between
packers and shippers for many years. Containerization has greatly
reduced the number of times that individual packages must be handled.
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When a break-bulk ship is loaded, cargo is stowed in holds as
compactly as possible. Packages have to be placed in position to
support the pressure of a number of other packages without being
crushed. The working of the ship in a seaway may subject the
cargo to a tremendous strain. One of the largest costs for the
shipper are packaging and unpackaging charges. Prior to con-
tainerization, all items had to be packed separately in boxes
that could survive the rigors of handling and ocean voyage.
Today, TEU's are easily transported from the site of packing to
the port for loading. The TEU is designed for the rigors of
the ocean voyage and adequately protect their cargoes.
Containerization has had a dramatic effect on the conventional
handling of cargoes. Basically, containerization consists of
stowing cargoes into strongly constructed standard size vans and
shipping the van as a unit to its destination. Additionally,
container v~ssels can be offloaded in a matter of hours, whereas
a break-bulk carrier might spend days unloading.
TABLE 312
COMPARISON OF TONNAGE HANDLED
VESSEL
BREAK BULK
CONTAINER
CARGO HANDLED
10 TONS
360 TONS
INTERMODAL
TIME
1 HR
I HR
--
Most container vessels handle twenty and forty foot containers.
This standardization of container size has enabled the container
concept to achieve its full potential. These containers have
6
required that new cargo handling systems be developed. The
container size was standardized because the container is used
by various modes of transportation; rail, truck, ship and air.
This intermodal container is durable enough to permit continual
use over ten or twenty years and can handle several types of
commodities through several modes of transportation.
This intermodal container is designed to ease cargo loading
and unloading, and strength members which permit these containers
to be stacked on top one another. The following types of con-
tainers are currently in use:
TABLE 413
CONTAINER USES
CONTAINER TYPE
OPEN TOP
REFRIGERATED
CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE
HEATED
VENTILATED
TANK
AUTOMOBILE
CATTLE
USE
MACHINERY SHEET GLASS
FOOD STUFFS, PERISHABLES
DELICATE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
WARM CARGOES
PERISHABLE FOOD, HIDES, SKINS
ALCOHOL, LIQUID CHEMICALS
AUTOMOBILES, MACHINERY
LIVE STOCK
_.
Containers are manufactured utilizing three basic materials:
steel. aluminum, fiber-glass reinforced plywood. or a combination
of the before mentioned. Although there is no ideal container,
the container should be: inexpensive to manufacture; durable;
low empty weight; corrosion resistant and low maintenance fees.
The container may be interchanged between various transporta-
tion modes swiftly and easily. Railroads have been using con-
tainers since the late fifties. Additionally. the railroads
also utilize trailer train (piggy back) operations. Thus, very
7
few movements of containers are achieved without the services
of truck lines. Many truck lines have interchange agreements
with shippers and steamship lines covering inland container
movements. Additionally, containerization will offer an
advantage to the trucking industry: if the container is owned
by the shipper, the trucking industry will not have to invest in
truck trailers bodies. A container may be left with a consignee
or terminal for later operations while the truck can haul additional
loads.
The airline industry uses standard size containers and the
aircraft that have been developed for cargo operations since
the mid-sixties were developed utilizing the containerization
concept. This has reduced onground time for aircraft, thus re-
ducing congestion at airports.
CONTAINER HANDLING SYSTEMS
The container handling systems that are being utilized today
are positive steps to prevent damage to the cargoes. Additionally,
these handling systems reduce damage to vessels and mechanical
handling equipment, increase carrier efficiency and thus reduce
operating costs.
8
LIGHTER ONBOARD SHIP (LASH)
Lighter Onboard Ship (LASH) service was introduced in the
late sixties and early seventies. The origins of the LASH
system were on the United States' Gulf of Mexico Coast where
many LASH vessels were built by Avondale Ship Yards. Tradition-
ally, the Gulf Coast used barges, where locally produced cargoes
included bulky items such as grain, cotton, and large items
re~uiring a heavy lift which were used to support the oil industry.
A LASH vessel may be as useful as a container vessel; however, in
order for this system of transportation to surpass containerization,
there must either be a large inland water network to support barge
traffic or a large port to support all involved in the shipping
industry with loading and discharge facilities.
The lighter that is used in LASH operations is a mobile cargo
unit in which the cargo may be kept intact for long periods of
time. The LASH barge is a rectangular box, sixty-one and one
half feet long, thirty-one feet wide and thirteen feet deep; it
has a carrying capacity of three hundred and seventy tons.
Unitized cargo that is transported by these barges is handled by
fork trucks. The LASH V~ssel can carry up to seventy-three barges
on each voyage, and the barges are discharged over the stern by
the ship's gantry crane. Although it is easier to discharge these
barges within the protection of a harbor, this system may be
utilized in open roadsteads. Working LASH vessels outside of
the port is a means to expand the capacity of the port without
extending the geographic limits of the port. 14
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ADVANTAGES DERIVED FROM LASH OPERATIONS
The basic advantage of the LASH system is that it segregates
the cargo handling operation from the voyage operation. While
conventional cargo liners spend more idle time in port rather
than earning revenue at sea, most cargo liners handle cargo at
the rate of one thousand tons per day. LASH vessels can achieve
a quick turn around time and spend more time at sea, thus giving
these vessels the opportunity for very high profit for the owner.
TABLE SIS
COMPARISON OF TONNAGE HANDLED
VESSEL
LASH (3 UNITS PER HOUR)
CONTAINER (WITH ONE CRANE)
CONTAINER (WITH TWO CRANES)
TONNAGE
1,100
360
720
NOTE: THIS ASSUMES FULL CAPACITY OF THE UNIT, 370 TONS PER BARGE
AND 18 TONS PER CONTAINER.
Additional advantages of the LASH system are: larger economies
of scale are possible with larger vessels; fewer ship berths
in ports are required; pilferage and damage are reduced; thus
reducing insurance costs; cargo arrives in better condition
because of less handling; reduced labor costs; storage charges
are reduced and packaging costs are reduced.
As with container vessels, these vessels are also capital
intensive. They are more expensive to build than container
vessels because they have their own gantry crane. In theory,
since the vessel has its own crane the port operation require-
ments would not be as capital intensive as the port operation
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requirements for the container vessel. In fact, several ports
have built gantry crane terminals to support LASH operations.
The vessels can be moored or anchored in thirty feet of water,
and the barges are transported to and from the vessels by com-
mercial tug boats, and the barges can be loaded and discharged
by conventional break-bulk or container handling methods at most
general cargo berths.
Most of the LASH vessels have been built in Avondale,
Louisiana, although Japan and Belgium have also built some.
In the mid-seventies the price for construction of a LASH
vessel was twenty-seven million dollars. This figure suggests
that LASH vessels are more expensive than container vessels of
equivalent capacity.
TABLE 6
LASH VESSELS: SUMMARY OF COSTS
SPECIFICATIONS
CAPACITy16 6lx370 TON BARGES
CAPITAL COST
BARGE COSTS
COST TO BUILD
22,500 DWT
$21 MN
$6.1 MN
$27.1 MN
$2,466,500
$780,000
$60,000
$336,000
$210,000
$716,000
$4.57 MNTOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING COST
(LESS FUEL)
NOTE: MOST OF THE LASH VESSELS HAVE CAPACITY FOR STANDARD
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
CAPITAL CHARGE @ 10 PERCENTl?
CREW PER YEAR18
PROVISIONSl9
INSURANCE20
MAINT/REPAIRS2l
BARGE COSTS22
CONTAINERS AS WELL AS BARGES; HOWEVER, ONLY BARGE COSTS
AND EXPENSES ARE REFLECTED IN THIS TABLE.
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PALLET CARRIER
Although the use of pallets on modern wide-hatch cargo
liners, and containers and barges has been extensive, rel-
atively few pallet carriers designed that way from the keel
up have been built. Varying degrees of palletization are possible.
Pallets may be used only as a dock appliance, to speed up loading
operations; or cargo may be palletized on board, thus reducing
break-bulk handling charges at a destination; and pallets may
be utilized from the packer to the shipper to the destination.
The pallet carrying vessel has large side ports for rapid
loading by fork lifts, and elevators, conveyor belts, monorail
hoists for the transfer of pallets between decks. The pallet
vessel can handle fifty tons per hour per working hatch.
The advantages of pallet systems are similar to those of con-
tainer systems: faster handling time reduces vessel idle time;
the use of pallets from packer to user reduces handling costs
over the entire transportation system. Although the pallet max-
imum load is only two tons, the capital costs of required vessels
and port equipment is much lower. Where the typical consignment
size is nearer one ton than the ten to twelve to~s typically
carried per container, pallet systems have the advantage of door
to door pick-up and delivery. The cost to build and operate a
pallet carry vessel is comparable to the costs associated with
the conventional liners.
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CONVENTIONAL LINERS
The conventional liner fleet is larger than the newer vessel
types previously described. Neither cargo capacity nor basic
design of the vessels has marked change; however, hatches have
been widened and strength design for the holds has been increased
so that palletized cargo may be handled.
This large fleet of modern conventional liners is available
to compete against the newer container and LASH vessels. The
conventional liner has several advantages. First, the majority
of these vessels were constructed before the rapid rise in vessel
construction costs, thus they are not as capital intensive; and
secondly, they are already partly, if not fully, depreciated. For
these reasons, the costs of operating a conventional cargo service
are calculated on the comparative economics of cargo handling sys-
terns.
TABLE 7
CONVENTIONAL LINERS: SUMMARY OF COSTS
SPECIFICATIONS
CAPACITY DWT23
CAPITAL COST
TOTAL COST
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
CAPITAL CHARGE @1024
CREW PER YEAR25
PROVISIONS26
INSURANCE27
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS28
TOTAL EXCLUDING FUEL
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12,000
$8 MN
$8 MN
$939,700
$630,000
$48,000
$130,000
$1,488,700
3.23 MN
HANDLING SYSTEMS
A single container crane is expected to lift twenty containers
per hour, and the number of cranes that work a container ship will
vary from operation to operation. Therefore, for a sixteen hour
work day, one crane would be expected to lift three hundred and
twenty containers. And the container must be handled only when
the mode of transportation changes.
It is therefore only in the marshalling areas of piers and
railheads where specialized handling equipment is necessary.
During inland transportation, the container may remain on its
chassis or bogie. The following basic types of mobile port equip-
ment are used to handle containers. Forklifts are used to lift
containers from the ground to platforms associated with trans-
portation or stowage. The piggy backer is a fork lift to handle
trailers to and from flat bed cars. Straddle cars are bottom
lifting fork lifts that straddle the container during lift
and movement. There are several varieties of the above men-
tioned equipments that have been developed for special con-
tainer handling operations that mayor may not be present in
any port.
The key to container movement is the crane. Crane equipment
for containers consists primarily of ship gantry cranes and shore
container cranes. The shipboard gantry cranes are diesel, diesel
electric or electric powered. They are designed to span the
entire area of the ship and cargo working area on the dock. These
14
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cranes travel fore and aft on rails. A ship gantry crane can
handle about twenty containers per hour. The shore container
cranes are similar in cargo handling design features to the ship
gantry crane and can handle twenty lifts per hour.
Terminal costs for container transportation are fairly stable,
because labor costs are not as critical, and the capital costs of
berth construction, marshalling areas and dockside equipm~nt is
fairly standard and purchased only at the commencement of port
development. In the mid-seventies, a container berth with
crane cost ten million dollars, and the annual capital charge
at ten percent, would be one million dollars. If that berth
operated 50,000 containers per year, the minimum cost per con-
tainer would be twenty dollars per container plUS labor and
other operating expenses.
LASH cranes, either shipboard or pierside, are designed to
load or discharge a maximum of four barges per hour. In prac-
tice, three cargo movements per hour are typically achieved.
Operations are continuous, and a sixteen hour work day is feasible,
allowing forty-eight barges to be loaded or discharged.
LASH handling costs are more difficult to assess than con-
tainer handling costs, because several types of handling are
possible. The handling system used to move the cargo to the port
facility could involve containers, pallets or conventional pack-
aging methods. Although the LASH system can handle containers,
common practice has been not to utilize containers in the LASH
15
system. The primary reason that the containers have not been
used within the LASH system is the capitai intensiveness of the
container handling system, which LASH operators do not need,
since their initial ship construction and annual operating costs
far surpass those of the container vessels. Cargo is being
handled in the barges on pallets or by break-bulk methods. By
break-bulk methods, the open hatches of the barges allow a
reduction in work gang size relative to that employed in a con-
ventional ship's hold, and a shorter crane operating lift cycle.
Also, costs may be reduced by taking the barge directly to the
final destination, if the consignee has waterfront facilities
for discharging, or if there is a water transportation network
that would support this. However, in the United States, LASH
terminals have been built (Galveston for $17.7 MN, San Francisco
for $23 MN, New Orleans for $20 MN)29 which disputes and is con-
trary to one of the main claims for the LASH system: a system
that does not require expensive terminal facilities.
Although cargo handling productivity in break-bulk and pallet
operations varies widely throughout the world, it depends on the
size of the gang, wages, number of hatches worked and the hours
worked. For comparison purposes, one gang can move fifteen tons
per hour or the ship can work one thousand tons per day.
However, since the extensive use of pallets and unitization,
handling rates have become much more variable, depending on the
weight of the units, and type of cargo handling system and opera-
tion. Generally speaking, the same number of units per hour can
16
be handled by mechanical handling equipment whether the units
weigh one tenth ton or two tons. I will assume that the
average load weight is one ton; therefore, the unit per hour
rate is also equivalent to the tons per hour rate.
A pallet vessel with side ports has a designed capacity to
handle sixty units per hour; however, practice has shown that
forty units per hour is average. If the pallet vessel is to
be loaded by crane, and not pallet elevator and conveyor,
twenty units per hour per crane is a typical figure. Although
these unit handling rates are about the same as the conventional
liner, labor requiremen'ts are drastically reduced since fork lift
may be used throughout the operation. A crane loading operation
will be more suitable than a side port, elevator, conveyor opera-
tion when the cargo contains large, long or unwieldy items rather
than standard boxes and cartons.
The labor costs for cargo handling vary from region to region.
FOT example, developing nations may charge one third the amount of
that developed nations charge for break-bulk operation, and one half
the amount £6r pallet handling operations.
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COSTS FOR CARGO SHIPPING
In the analysis of the internal economics of each handling
method, it becomes necessary to trace the costs throughout the
entire transportation network. The costs of several transporta-
tion links may be controlled by covered large organizations;
shipping lines, rail operations, road authorities and port
authorities. However, as containerization and later LASH sys-
tems commenced operation, the shipping lines developed new tariff
fees, and the other organizations followed suit. Although most
of the initiative in this area has corne from the shipping lines,
all of the organizations involved with the transport system
attempted to gauge which of the competing cargo handling methods
would give the lowest door to door costs, and provide the best
physical and environmental security. It is a reasonable assump-
tion that the method of transport that is the cheapest and the
most secure will in actuality have the longest life span. Ship-
pIng lines, port authorities and inland transportation companies
must consider the interests of consignor when they are planning
their distribution systems. Developing nations who were partici-
pants in the United Nations Trade and Development Conference
must be considered by foreign shipping lines. As always, when
dealing with a large organization, monopoly, price fixing and
price wars are a consideration. The shipping lines have not
been turning abnormally high profits in recent years, but they
have been able to show substantial growth and profit while paying
minimal taxes (i.e. depreciation).
18
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The main cost components of the through transportation system
can be categorized as follows: vessel costs, terminal costs,
packaging costs, inland costs, inventory costs. The ideal program
to minimize vessel costs is to make optimum use of the cargo car-
rying capacity of each vessel and the speed of each vessel. Through
the utilization of traffic forecasts and frequency of service, it
is possible to calculate the optimal fleet for a given trade route
in terms of numbers) capacities and speeds of vessels. Also the
cost of tributarial transportation services can also be calculated.
These calculations are very important for the shipping lines.
The optimal number, location and capacity of port terminals
is a trade-off between inland transportation costs, port con-
struction costs, and port cargo handling equipment costs. Econ-
omies of scale are often possible by the heavy concentration of
services at the fewest number of terminals in the regions where
over-tonnage does not exist on trade routes. The combination
of terminal and inland transportation costs can be minimized by
the construction of several terminals along one coastline. Op-
timization of cranes per berth in container terminals will reduce
the time that a vessel spends in port while not spending extra
capital or increasing operating costs for equipment that will
not improve port operations. Most terminals have several mobile
container cranes that can operate at all of the berths container
vessels may call. This not only increases port capacity but it
is also security against crane failure.
19
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Savings in packaging costs are gained where the unit load is
transported door to door; if the shipments have an intermediary
stop smaller savings may be possible. Savings are optimized by
the utilization of containers. Up to forty percent of shipping
costs may be saved by using containers. However, the savings
will vary from operation to operation. Commodities that are
transported in single packages such as bags or bales will not
have the same savings if they are shipped in containers because
of increased handling costs for those individual items.
Pallets do not afford as much protection as containers, so
that packaging savings will be dependent upon the size of the
individual cartons. This is possible if small boxes, which are
handled manually, are replaced by large boxes that are handled by
either fork lift or crane. LASH barges are too large to replace
packaging, and there is little liklihood of door to door trans-
portation using the LASH method.
If the transport time between ports is reduced, inventory
cost savings will be reduced, as the lay time between production
and payment will be reduced. These savings represent only a
small portion of total transportation costs.
Although operating conditions will vary, the costs of each
route should still be examined on the door to door method. Although
not all cargo transportation will be door to door, relative econ-
omies of scale will be able to be interpolated and analyzed.
20
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COST COMPARISONS
The cost comparisons are a function of the assumptions that
were developed in the preceding section. Although these cost
comparisons are quantitative by nature, they are not solutions
for the cargo transportation model.
Throughout this paper I have described barges, pallets and
containers. These are of varied size. The unit of measure that
I will use for the cost comparisons will be the cubic meter.
TABLE 8
CUBIC CAPACITIES OF VARIOUS VESSELS
VESSEL
LASH
CONTAINER (200)
CONTAINER (500)
CONTAINER (1200)
CONTAINER (64,000)
PALLET
CONVENTIONAL
VOLUME
34,000 CUBIC METERS
6,400 CUBIC METERS
16,000 CUBIC METERS
38,400 CUBIC METERS
64,000 CUBIC METERS
17,000 CUBIC METERS
17,000 CUBIC METERS
(INCLUDES BROKEN STOWAGE RATES OF LASH 1.2; CONTAINER 1.2; PALLET
1.45; CONVENTIONAL 1.4)
TABLE 9
VESSEL TURN AROUND TIME
VESSEL
LASH
CONTAINERS (200)
CONTAINERS (500)
CONTAINERS (1200)
CONTAINERS (2000)
PALLET
CONVENTIONAL
TURN AROUND TIME
2.5 DAYS
1.25 DAYS
3.12 DAYS
5 DAYS (1.5 CRANES WORKING)
6.25 DAYS (2 CRANES WORKING)
9.8 DAYS
30 DAYS
ASSUMING A 16 HOUR WORK DAY VESSEL TURN AROUND TIME IN PORT
(FULLY LOADED TO FULL OFFLOADED TO FULLY LOADED).
21
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TABLE 10
COMPARATIVE COSTS OF MARITIME TRANSPORTATION PER CUBIC METER PER YEAR VOYAGE DISTANCE
CONVENTIONAL CONTAINER LASH PALLET
CAPACITY 12,OOODWT 200 500 1,200 2,000 61 BARGES 12,OOODWT
SPEED 1BKT 15KT 15KT 22KT 26KT 23KT 18KT
CUBIC CAPACITY 17,000m3 6, 400m3 16,00Om3 3B,40Orn3 64,00Orn3 34,00Om3 17,00Om)
EFFECTIVE CAPACITY 9, 700m3 4, 100m3 10, 200m3 24,58Om3 41.00Om3 22,60Om3 9,380m3
SERVICE DAYS IN PORT PER VOYAGE 30 1.25 3.12 5 6.25 2.50 9.80
20,000 MILE VOYAGE DAYS 46.30 55.50 41. 70 37.90 32.10 36.20 46.30
TOTAL DAYS PER 20,000 MILE VOYAGE 76.30 56.75 44.BO 52.90 38.40 38.70 56.10
NUMBER OF 20,000 MILE VOYAGES PER YEAR 4.80 6.40 8.10 8.50 9.50 9.40 6.50
TOTAL CARGO MOVED PER YEAR PER 20,000 46,56Om3 26,24Om3 82,62OmJ 20B,93Om3 389,SOOm3 212,440m3 60,970013
MILE VOYAGE
15,000 MILE VOYAGE DAYS 34. 70 41.60 31. 25 28.40 24.00 27.20 34.70
TOTAL DAYS PER 15,000 MILE VOYAGE 64.70 42.BO 34.40 33.40 30.30 29.20 44.50
NUMBER OF 15,000 MILE VOYAGES PER YEAR 5.64 8.52 10.61 10.90 12.00 12.50 8.20
TOTAL CARGO MOVED PER YEAR PER 15,000 54,708m3 34,932m3 lOB, 120m3 267,922m3 492,000m3 282,500m3 76,916m3
MILE VOYAGE
10,000 MILE VOYAGE DAYS 23.20 27.BO 20.90 18.90 16.10 18.10 23.20
TOTAL DAYS PER 10,000 MILE VOYAGE 53.20 29.10 24.00 23.90 22.40 20.60 33.00
NUMBER OF 10, 000 MILE VOYAGES PER YEAR 6.90 12.50 15.20 15.20 16.30 17.70 11.10
TOTAL CARGO MOVED PER YEAR PER 10,000 66,930m3 51,250m3 155,04Om3 373,616m3 668,300m3 400,02Om3 104,118m3
MILE VOYAGE
5,000 MILE VOYAGE DAYS 11.60 13.90 1LOO 9.50 8.10 9.10 11. 6
TOTAL DAYS PER 5,000 MILE VOYAGE 41. 60 14.10 14.10 14.50 14.30 11.60 21.40
NUMBER OF 5,000 MILE VOYAGES PER YEAR 8.80 25.90 25.90 25.10 25.50 31.50 17.10
TOTAL CARGO MOVED PER YEAR PER 5,000 85, 360m3 106,19Om3 264, 180m3 616,958m3 1,045,5lJOm3 717,90Om3 160,398m3
MILE VOYAGE
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TABLE 10
(CONTINUED)
CONVENTIONAL CONTAINER LASH PALLET
2,000 MILE VOYAGE DAYS 4.60 5.60 4.20 3.80 3.20 3.60 4.60
TOTAL DAYS PER 2,000 MILE VOYAGE 34.60 6.80 7.30 8.80 9.40 6.10 14.40
NUMBER OF 2,000 MILE VOYAGES PER YEAR 10.50 53.70 50.00 41.50 38.80 59.80 25.40
TOTAL CARGO MOVED PER YEAR PER 2,000 101, 850m3 220,17Om3 S10,00Om3 1,020,070m3 1,590,B00m3 1,351,480m3 238,252m3
MILE VOYAGE
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS $3.23MN $1.28MN $2.55MN $4.48MN $6.42MN $4.S7MN $3.23MN
COST PER CUBIC METER PER YEAR PER $69.37 $48.78 $30.86 $21. 44 $16.48 $21. 51 $43.58
20,000 MILE VOYAGE
COST PER CUBIC METER PER YEAR PER $59.04 $36.64 $23.58 $16.72 $13.04 $16.18 $41.99
15,000 MILE VOYAGE
COST PER CUBIC METER PER YEAR PER $48.25 $24.97 $16.48 $11.99 $9.60 $11. 42 $31.02
10,000 MILE VOYAGE
COST PER CUBIC METER PER YEAR PER $37.83 $12.05 $9.65 $7.26 $6.14 $6.37 $20.13
5,000 MILE VOYAGE
COST PER CUBIC METER PER YEAR PER $31. 71 $5.81 $5.00 $4.39 $4.03 $3.38 $13.56
2,000 MILE VOYAGE
NOTE LESS FUEL COSTS
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On the basis of these assumptions, the following camparison
tables per cubic meter for four types of vessels over a round
trip voyage of 20,000 miles, 15,000 miles, 10,000 miles, 5,000
miles, 2,000 miles.
Conventional and pallet services are consistantly more
expensive to operate than the other services. LASH services
are more economic than all container services with the exception
of the 2000 container vessel. Since handling costs .w.erelo'men-
tioned but not included in these calculations, and the fact
that containers are cheaper to handle per cubic meter than any
otller form of cargo; this substantiates the premise that container-
ization is the most cost effective means to move cargo.
2S
--
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